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- US Rates: Unchartered Waters
- The State of the US Economy: A Sea of Calm
- Outside the United States: Is a Storm Brewing?
- What’s Driving Interest Rate Policy?
Negative Yielding Debt Now Exceeds $15 Trillion
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The 10-Year US Treasury Yield Has Sunk to An All-Time Low
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Unemployment Has Fallen to a 50-Year Low
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US Inflation Is Anchored Around 2%
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Financial Lending Conditions Remain Healthy
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US Corporate Default Rates Are Expected to Remain Low

US Default Rates

- JPMorgan Default Rate: 1.8% as of 12/31/18
- JPMorgan Forecasted Default Rate: 2.0% as of 12/31/20
- Moody's Default Rate: 2.3% as of 12/31/18
- Moody's Forecasted Default Rate: 3.3% as of 12/31/19
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German Inflation and Expectations Remain Below 2%
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**German CPI Expectations**
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Germany is Entering Recession Territory
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It Costs Money to Hold German Bunds and JPY 10-Years
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The 10-Year US Treasury Term Premium Is at an All-Time Low
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US Business Confidence Remains High
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Capital Spending Plans Are Steady
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Avoid Investment Fragility – We Believe Security Selection is Key

- We believe investors should select securities based on sound balance sheet lending:
  - Credit quality – ability and willingness to get paid back
  - Structure – standardized legal contracts that protect lender
  - Market sponsorship – long-only institutional demand is key

- We believe investors should aim to concentrate in high conviction investments, diversification does not protect

- We believe a willingness to step away from benchmark exposures may help reduce chances of capital impairment
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